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ABSTRACT
In long-term evolution, the service area is partitioned into several tracking areas (TAs), which comprise one or more cells
(the radio coverages of base stations). The TAs are grouped into TA list (TAL). When an incoming call arrives, the network attempts to connect to the user equipment (UE) by paging the cells in the UE’s TAL, which may incur large paging
traffic that significantly consumes the limited radio resources. To resolve this issue, this paper proposes a dynamic paging
scheme that determines the paging sequence of cells in real time according to the UE movement and call behavior. We
compare the performance of the dynamic paging with that of the previously proposed Cell-TA-TAL (CTT) paging. Our
study indicates that the dynamic paging outperforms the CTT paging when movement pattern is regular and the UE moves
frequently. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobility management of mobile telecom networks [1–4]
tracks the user equipment (UE) through the location update
and the paging procedures. The location update procedure is executed when the UE moves from one location to
another location. When the network attempts to connect to
the UE (e.g., when an incoming call arrives), the network
executes the paging procedure by broadcasting the paging messages to the base stations where the UE probably
resides.
In long-term evolution (LTE), the mobility management
entity (MME; Figure 1 (a)) is responsible for tracking the
locations of the UEs [5–7]. The MME is connected to a
group of base stations (evolved Node B). The radio coverages of the base stations are called cells (Figure 1 (b)).
These cells are grouped into non-overlapped tracking areas
(TAs) [5,6]. For example, in Figure 1 (c), TA 1 includes
Cells 1 and 2. Every TA has a unique TA identity (TAI).
The TAs are further grouped into the TA lists (TALs). The
MME allocates the TAL to the UE via the location update
procedure. For example, if the UE (Figure 1 (1)) updates its
location in Cell 4, the MME allocates TAL 1 (Figure 1 (d))
to the UE, where TAL 1 D fTA 1; TA 2; TA 3g. Every base
station periodically broadcasts its TAI. The UE detects that
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

it has left the current TAL by searching the TAL for the
TAI received from the the base station. If the received
TAI is found in the TAL, it means that the UE does not
leave the current TAL. Otherwise, the UE executes the
location update procedure to inform the MME of its new
location. Then, the MME allocates a new TAL to the UE.
In Figure 1, when the UE moves from Cell 4 to Cell 7
(Figure 1 (2)), the received TA 4 identity is not found in
TAL 1. Therefore, the UE performs the location update
procedure, and the MME allocates TAL 2 to the UE. For
the TAL allocation, we consider the central policy [5] that
allocates the TAL whose central TA is the TA where the UE
currently resides. In the central policy, the allocated TALs
may be overlapped. For example, in Figure 1, both TALs 1
and 2 include TA 3.
When an incoming call arrives, the MME sends the paging messages to the cells in the UE’s TAL to search the
UE, which may incur large traffic that significantly consumes the limited radio resources. To resolve this issue, we
propose a dynamic paging scheme exercised at the MME
to reduce the paging traffic.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes
the dynamic paging scheme. Section 3 describes a simulation model for this scheme. Section 4 investigates the
performance of the dynamic paging scheme by numerical
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Figure 1. Long-term evolution mobility management
architecture.
Table I. The acronym list.
3G
CTT
LTE
MME
TA
TAI
TAL
TT
UE

Third-generation
Cell-TA-TAL
Long-term evolution
Mobility management entity
Tracking area
Tracking area identity
Tracking area list
TA-TAL
User equipment

examples, and the conclusions are given in Section 5. The
acronyms used in the paper are listed in Table I.

2. DYNAMIC PAGING SCHEME
On the basis of the TA/TAL architecture described in
Section 1, we have considered three paging schemes for
LTE mobility management in [8]. The details are reiterated here for the reader’s benefit. In these schemes,
an interacted cell refers to a cell where the UE has interacted with the network (e.g., receives a call or performs a
location update).
Scheme Cell-TA-TAL (CTT). When an incoming call arrives,
the MME first sends the paging message to the last
interacted cell to alert the UE. If the MME does
not receive the response within a timeout period, the
MME sends the paging messages to the TA of the last
interacted cell. If the MME still receives no response
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from the UE, the MME sends the paging messages to
all cells in the TAL.
Scheme TA-TAL (TT). When an incoming call arrives, the
MME sends the paging messages to the TA of the
last interacted cell. If the MME does not receive
the response within a timeout period, the MME sends
the paging messages to all cells in the TAL.
Scheme 3G (traditional third-generation approach). When
an incoming call arrives, the MME sends the paging
messages to all cells in the TAL simultaneously. This
scheme is used in the existing 3G mobile networks [1].
We define a polling cycle [9] as the period between when
the MME sends a paging message to alert the UE and when
the MME receives the paging response or a timeout occurs.
Let Np be the maximum number of polling cycles before
the UE is found. The numbers Np of the CTT, the TT, and
the 3G schemes are 3, 2, and 1, respectively.
In [8], the performance of the three schemes was evaluated. The study indicated that depending on the UE movement patterns and call activities, one paging scheme may
outperform the other two. This paper proposes a dynamic
paging scheme that automatically selects the ‘best’ paging
scheme in real time according to the UE movement and call
behavior.
Ideally, the dynamic paging selects the paging scheme
with the smallest number of paged cells. Practically, the
selection decision for a UE is made on the basis of the
UE’s recent ‘behavior history’. Specifically, for the UE,
the MME computes the average number of paged cells for
the CTT, TT, and 3G schemes in the m most recent incoming call arrivals. When the i th incoming call arrives, we
define Cp;s .i / as the average number of paged cells for
the s scheme in the m D mi nfi  1; mg most recent call
arrivals, where s 2 fC T T ; T T ; 3Gg. When i D 1, we
do not have any history datum, and Cp;s .1/ D 0 for all
s 2 fC T T ; T T ; 3Gg. To compute Cp;s .i / with i  2,
we first introduce three scenarios when an incoming call
arrives. In this paper, we denote NC and NT as the number of cells in a TA and the number of TAs in a TAL,
respectively.
Scenario 1. The UE resides in the last interacted cell. In
this scenario, the number of cells that page the UE for
CTT, TT, and 3G schemes are 1; NC , and NC NT ,
respectively. In Figure 1, suppose that the last interacted cell is Cell 4. In this scenario, Cell 4 will page
the UE for CTT. On the other hand, Cells 3 and 4 (TA
2) will page the UE for TT, and Cells 1-6 (TAL 1)
will page the UE for 3G.
Scenario 2. The UE resides in the TA of the last interacted
cell but is not in the last interacted cell. In this scenario, the number of cells that page the UE for CTT,
TT, and 3G schemes are 1 C NC ; NC , and NC NT ,
respectively. In Figure 1, suppose that the last interacted cell is Cell 4. For CTT paging, Cell 4 will page
the UE, and then Cells 3 and 4 (TA 2) will page the
UE. For TT paging, Cells 3 and 4 (TA 2) will page
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the UE. For 3G paging, Cells 1-6 (TAL 1) will page
the UE.
Scenario 3. The UE resides in the TAL but is not in the TA
of the last interacted cell. In this scenario, the number of cells that page the UE for CTT, TT, and 3G
schemes are 1 C NC C NC NT ; NC C NC NT and
NC NT , respectively. In Figure 1, suppose that the
last interacted cell is Cell 4. For CTT paging, Cell 4
will page the UE, then Cells 3 and 4 (TA 2) will page
the UE, and finally Cells 1–6 (TAL 1) will page the
UE. For TT paging, Cells 3 and 4 (TA 2) will page
the UE, and then Cells 1–6 (TAL 1) will page the UE.
For 3G paging, Cells 1–6 (TAL 1) will page the UE.
In our approach, the MME records the scenario type of
each call arrival. Let nI .i / be the number of scenarios I
that occurred between the .i  m /th call arrival and the
.i  1/th call arrival where I 2 f1; 2; 3g. On the basis of
nI .i /, NC , and NT , Cp;s .i / is computed as

the 3G schemes with most input parameter setups [8].
Therefore, it suffices to compare the performance of the
dynamic paging scheme with that of the CTT scheme. For
the dynamic paging (denoted as s D D) and the CTT paging (denoted as s D C T T ), we consider two performance
measures as follows:
 Cd ;s : the expected number of polling cycles before

the UE is found.
 Cp;s : the expected number of paged cells when an

incoming call arrives.
It is clear that the smaller the aforementioned performance
measures, the better the paging scheme.
For the demonstration purpose, we consider a twodimensional (2D) mesh cell configuration (i.e., Manhattanstreet-like layout) [10–15]. Figure 2 illustrates the mesh
cell configuration, where a cycle represents a cell, and
each cell has eight neighboring cells. Various movement
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In (1), for NC D 1 (i.e., the TA only contains one cell,
and scenario 2 never occurs), if the UE is not found in
the last interacted cell, all cells in the TAL will page the
UE for the CTT paging. Therefore, for the CTT paging
with NC D 1, the number of cells that page the UE in
scenario 3 is NC NT C 1. For CTT with NC ¤ 1, the
numbers of cells that page the UE are 1, 1 C NC , and
1 C NC C NC NT for scenarios 1, 2, and 3, respectively
(as previously mentioned). In (1)–(3), nI .i / is affected by
the movement patterns and call activities of a user. When
the i th incoming call arrives, the MME selects the paging
scheme with the smallest Cp;s .i / among the CTT, TT, and
3G schemes. We note that if two or more schemes have
the smallest Cp;s .i /, the MME selects the one with the
smallest Np to reduce the paging delay.

for NC D 1
(1)
for NC ¤ 1

patterns can be investigated in our study. To highlight the
effect of ‘movement locality’, we considered the scenario
where a UE moves to one direction with a probability
different from other directions [15]. In this paper, we
extend the previous work by considering the following
movement pattern: The UE moves to one of the upperright, the right, and the lower-right neighboring cells with
the routing probability p and moves to one of the other
neighboring cells with the probability .1  3p/=5. It is
clear that the movement pattern has the best locality when
p D 0:125.
On the basis of the mesh cell configuration, Figure 3
shows a TAL configuration, where NC D NT D 9. In the
TAL, the cells are labeled as hx; yi, where xpis the column
label, y is the row label, and 1  x; y  NC NT . The
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3. SIMULATION MODEL
This section proposes a discrete-event simulation model
(Monte Carlo simulation) to study the performance of the
dynamic paging scheme. Note that our previous work indicated that the CTT scheme outperforms both the TT and
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Figure 2. Mesh cell configuration and the movement directions.
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 i : the number of incoming calls.
 nd : the number of polling cycles.
 np : the number of paged cells.
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The details of the simulation procedure are given in
Appendix A.
We validate the simulation model of the dynamic paging by two analytic models as follows. Our previous work
[8] proposed the analytic models to derive the paging costs
of the CTT and TT schemes for the one-dimensional (1D)
TAL configuration. The validation procedure is described
with the following steps:
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7,2 8,2 9,2
8,1
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9,1

Figure 3. An example of the tracking area (TA) list configuration
.NC D NT D 9/.

p
TAs are labeled as hX ; Y i, where 1  X ; Y 
p NT . TA
hX ; Y ipconsists of cells hx;
p yi where .X  1/
p NC C 1 
x  X NC and .Y 1/ NC C1  y  Y NC . To simplify
p the discussions on the central policy, we assume that
NT is an odd number. Because the central policy is exercised, when the UE leaves the current TAL, the entrance
TA is reset to the central TA of the ‘next’ TAL, and the
entrance cell is reset to the cell in the central TA at the same
relative position. For example, in Figure 3, when the UE in
Cell h9; 1i moves to the right-hand side neighboring cell,
the entrance cell is reset to Cell h4; 4i. In the simulation,
an event e has two attributes as follows:
 The type attribute indicates one of the two event

types. A Call event represents a call arrival. When the
Call event occurs, the MME searches the UE through
the paging procedure. A Move event represents that
the UE crosses the cell boundary to a neighboring cell.
 The t s attribute indicates the timestamp when the
event occurs.
The inter-call arrival time tc is a random number drawn
from an exponential generator GC with the mean 1=c .
The residence time tm that the UE stays in a cell is a random number drawn from a Gamma generator GM with the
mean 1=m and the variance V . We consider the Gamma
distribution because this distribution is widely used in telecom modeling [8,9,15–18]. Other distributions such as
Weibull and truncated Normal show similar results and will
not be presented here. Let U be a uniform random number between 0 and 1 drawn from a generator GD . In this
simulation, the last interacted cell is labeled as hx;
N yi,
N and
the cell where the UE currently resides is represented by
hx  ; y  i. Three counters are used to measure the output
statistics as follows:
632

Step 1.1. For some input parameter setups (e.g., m =c D
0:01, V D 1=2m , NC D 3, NT D 15, p D 0:5,
and m D 50), the dynamic paging will select the
CTT scheme to search the UE in most incoming
calls (more than 99%). In this case, we compare
the paging cost of the dynamic paging with that of
the CTT scheme derived in [8]. Our study indicates
that the analytic and simulation results are consistent
(the discrepancies are within 1%), and the details are
omitted.
Step 1.2. Similar to Step 1.1, when m =c D 10, V D
1=2m , NC D 3, NT D 15, p D 0:9, and m D 50,
the dynamic paging will select the TT scheme in
most incoming calls. Our study also shows that the
analytic and simulation results are consistent (the
discrepancies are within 1%).
Step 1.3. For other input parameter setups, the dynamic
paging may not always select the same paging
scheme. We modify the simulation program to record
the percentages of calls where the CTT, TT, and 3G
schemes are exercised. From the percentages and the
paging costs derived in [8], we compute the expected
paging cost of the dynamic paging scheme and compare the expected paging cost with the simulation
results. Our study indicates that the discrepancies are
within 1%, and the analytic analysis is consistent with
the simulation results.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This section compares the performance of the dynamic
paging scheme and the CTT paging scheme by numerical
examples. We consider the TAL’s size NC NT D 152 . For
other NC NT values, the results are similar and are omitted. Our simulation experiments also show that m  10
is appropriate. In this paper, we consider m D 20 and
NC D 32 .
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4.1. Analysis of the Cd ;s performance
This subsection investigates the effects of p, m =c , and
V on the expected number Cd ;s of polling cycles before
the UE is found.
Effects of p: When p increases, the UE tends to move
to the right-hand side neighboring cells, and worse
locality is expected. In this case, the UE is more likely
to be far away from the last interacted cell. Therefore, both Cd ;D and Cd ;C T T increase as p increases.
Figure 4 (a) shows that Cd ;D =Cd ;C T T increases as
p increases, and the effect of p becomes more significant when m =c increases (to be discussed next).

A dynamic paging scheme for LTE mobility management

Clearly, the more the locality, the more the dynamic
scheme outperforms the CTT scheme.
Effects of m =c : When m =c increases (i.e., more
cell crossings during tc ), the UE may be far away
from the last interacted cells, and higher Cd ;D and
Cd ;C T T are expected. Figure 4 (b) indicates that
Cd ;D =Cd ;C T T decreases as m =c increases. This
phenomenon is explained as follows. When m =c
increases, the dynamic paging is more likely to select
the TT or the 3G scheme because the UE may be far
away from the last interacted cell. Because the paging delays of the TT and 3G schemes are smaller than
that of the CTT scheme, Cd ;D =Cd ;C T T decreases as
m =c increases. The figure shows that the dynamic

Figure 4. Effects of p and m =c on Cd ;D =Cd ;CTT .NC D 32 , NT D 52 , m D 20, and V D 1=2m /.

Figure 5. Effects of V and p on Cd ;D =Cd ;CTT (NC D 32 , NT D 52 , and m D 20).
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Figure 6. Effects of m =c , p, and V on Cp;D =Cp;CTT (NC D 32 , NT D 52 , and m D 20).

scheme outperforms the CTT scheme in the m =c
range being considered. We have also considered the
scenario where m =c changes from time to time,
and similar results are observed, which will not be
presented here.
Effects of V : When V is small (i.e., movement pattern is
regular), most tm values are close to 1=m . In this
case, if m =c is small, the UE is more likely to be
found in the last interacted cell, and the dynamic and
CTT schemes have similar (and good) Cd ;s performance (in Figure 5, for V  1=2m , the values of the
ı and  curves are close to 1). On the other hand,
when m =c is large, dynamic paging outperforms
CTT paging because the dynamic paging scheme is
more likely to select the TT or the 3G scheme, which
has smaller paging delay (in Figure 5, for V  1=2m ,
the values of the ˘ curves are smaller than 1). For any
m value, when V increases, more longer tm periods
are observed, and the UE does not move in many consecutive tc periods that fall in these tm . In this case,
the UE is always found in the last interacted cell, and
both the dynamic paging and the CTT paging have
similar performance (in Figures 5, for V > 102 =2m ,
the values of all curves are close to 1).

4.2. Analysis of the Cp;s performance
This subsection investigates the expected number Cp;s of
paged cells when an incoming call arrives. The effects of
m =c , p, and V on Cp;s are similar to those on Cd ;s
described in Subsection 4.1. However the ‘degrees’ of the
effects of these parameters on Cp;s and Cd ;s for the CTT
and the dynamic schemes are different. A nontrivial result
is that Cp;D =Cp;C T T  1 for various m =c , p, and V
values (as illustrated in Figure 6). The reason is given as
634

follows. When m =c is small, it is more likely to find the
UE in the last interacted cell. In this case, dynamic paging selects the CTT scheme to search the UE, and both
the dynamic and CTT pagings have similar and good performance (in Figure 6, the values of the ı and  curves
are close to 1). On the other hand, when m =c is large,
the dynamic paging is more likely to select the TT or the
3G scheme. In this case, if p is small, we observe that the
dynamic paging likely selects the TT scheme, which has a
slightly lower paging cost than the CTT scheme [8]. Therefore, the dynamic paging outperforms the CTT paging (in
Figure 6(a), the values of the ˘ curve are smaller than 1).
On the other hand, if p is large, because of the high paging cost of the 3G scheme, the paging cost of the dynamic
scheme is slightly higher than that of the CTT scheme (in
Figure 6(b), the values of the ˘ curve are slightly larger
than 1). We note that the performance discrepancies of the
paging cost between the dynamic and the CTT pagings are
within 0:2% for all input parameter setups under our study.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed the dynamic paging scheme for LTE
mobility management. The performance is measured by
the expected number Cd ;s of polling cycles before the UE
is found and the expected number Cp;s of paged cells when
an incoming call arrives. We compare the performance of
the dynamic paging with the best static paging scheme
called CTT. Our study indicates the following results:
 For the Cd ;s performance, when V is small and

m =c is large (i.e., movement pattern is regular and the UE moves frequently), the dynamic
paging outperforms the CTT paging. On the other
hand, when V is large or m =c is small, the
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dynamic paging and the CTT paging have similar
performance.
 For the Cp;s performance, the dynamic and CTT
schemes have similar performance for all input
parameter setups under our study.
In summary, the dynamic paging scheme is better than the
CTT paging scheme.

APPENDIX A: DETAILED
SIMULATION PROCEDURES
This appendix describes the detailed simulation procedures for the dynamic and CTT schemes. A clock t is
maintained to indicate the simulation progress, which is
the timestamp of the event being processed. All events
are inserted into the event list and are deleted/processed
from the event list in the non-decreasing timestamp
order. An array I Œi  is maintained to record the scenario type of the i th incoming call (e.g., I Œi  D 1
means that the UE resides in the last interacted cell when
the i th call arrives). Figure A.1 illustrates the simulation flow chart for the dynamic paging scheme with the
following steps:
Step 1. Set the counters (i.e., i , nd , and np ) and
the simulation clock t to 0. Initialize x,
N y,
N x,

and
p y by randomly selecting integers from 1 to
NC NT .
Step 2. The first Call event e1 and Move event e2 are generated. For event e1 , e1 :type is Call, and e1 :t s D
t C tc where tc is generated from GC . For event e2 ,
e2 :type is Move, and e2 :t s D t C tm where tm is
generated from GM . Events e1 and e2 are inserted
into the event list.
Steps 3 and 4. The first event e in the event list is deleted
and processed on the basis of its type. The simulation
clock t is set to e:t s. If e:type is Call, Step 5 is executed. If e:type is Move, the simulation proceeds to
Step 20.
Steps 5–17 simulate a Call event, which are described as
follows.
Step 5. When an incoming call arrives, i is incremented
by one.
Step 6. As mentioned in Section 2, if i = 1, we do not have
any history datum to estimate the paging cost of each
paging scheme. In this case, we select the 3G scheme
because the 3G scheme has the smallest paging delay,
and Step 15 is executed. Otherwise, the flow goes to
Step 7.
Step 7. The MME computes nI .i / based on I Œj  where
i  m  j  i  1, and for s 2 fC T T ; T T ; 3Gg,
Cp;s .i / are calculated from nI .i / and equations
(1)–(3).
Step 8. As mentioned in Section 2, the MME selects the
paging scheme s with the smallest Cp;s .i /. If two or
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more schemes have the smallest Cp;s .i /, the one with
the smallest Np is selected.
Step 9. If s D C T T , Step 10 is executed. If s D T T , the
simulation proceeds to Step 13. If s D 3G, the flow
goes to Step 15.
Steps 10 and 11 (CTT is exercised). The MME sends the
paging message to the last interacted cell, and both
nd and np are incremented by one. If the UE resides
N
in the last interacted cell (i.e., x  D xN and y  D y),
then the UE will receive the paging message, and the
simulation proceeds to Step 16. Otherwise, Step 12 is
executed.
Step 12. If a TA only contains one cell (i.e., NC D 1), the
TA of the last interacted cell has paged the UE in Step
10, and the UE is not found in Step 11. In this case,
Step 15 is executed to search the UE in all cells of the
TAL. Otherwise, the flow goes to Step 13.
Steps 13 and 14 (TT is exercised). The MME sends the
paging messages to the TA of the last interacted cell.
Therefore, np is incremented by NC , and nd is incremented by one. If the UE
 the˙TApof the

˙ resides
p in
N NC
last interacted
x = NC D x=
 (i.e.,
˙ p
˙  p cell
N NC ), the UE is found,
and y = NC D y=
and Step 16 is executed. Otherwise, the simulation
proceeds to Step 15.
Step 15 (3G paging is exercised). The MME sends the
paging messages to all cells in the TAL. Therefore,
np is incremented by NC NT , and nd is incremented
by one.
Step 16. The MME records the scenario type I Œi  of the
i th incoming call as follows:
if x  D xN and y  D yN then I Œi  1;
˙
 ˙ p

p
else if x  = NC D x=
N NC and
˙  p
 ˙ p

y = NC D y=
N NC then I Œi 
else I Œi 

2;

3.

Then, the MME updates the last interacted cell by
setting hx;
N yi
N to hx  ; y  i.
Step 17. The next Call event e1 is generated and inserted
into the event list, where e1 :t s D t C tc .
Step 18. If 10 million of Call events have been processed,
Step 19 is executed. Otherwise, Step 3 is executed. In
our experience, 10 million of Call events are enough
to produce stable statistics.
Step 19. The performance measures are computed by (4),
and the simulation terminates.
Steps 20–24 handle a Move event, which are described as
follows.
Step 20. When the UE crosses the cell boundary to a
neighboring cell, the movement direction is determined by the uniform random number U generated
by GD . From Figure 2, new hx  ; y  i are updated by
the following routing rules:
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Figure A.1. Simulation flow chart for the dynamic paging scheme.
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5
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1  3p
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for
U <
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Stepp21. If the UE leaves the current
p TAL (i.e., x D 0 or

NC NT C 1, or y D 0 or NC NT C 1), Step 22 is
executed. Otherwise, Step 24 is executed.
Step 22. As mentioned before, when the UE leaves the current TAL, the entrance cell is reset to the cell in the
central TA. Therefore, x  and y  are set as

 m: the number of the most recent incoming call

x

p

 p
NC

NT
2



  
x
 p
C x
NC

(A.2)

and
y

p

 p
NC

NT
2



  
y
 p
C y
NC

(A.3)

Step 23. The MME updates the last interacted cell by
setting hx;
N yi
N to hx  ; y  i.
Step 24. The next Move event e2 is generated and inserted
into the event list, where e2 :t s D t Ctm . The simulation
jumps to Step 3.
The simulation flow chart for the CTT scheme is similar to that in Figure A.1 except that Steps 6–9 and the
array I Œi  in Step 16 are not needed in the CTT simulation. Moreover, after the execution of Step 5, the CTT
simulation goes to Step 10.

APPENDIX B: NOTATION
The notation used in this paper is listed in the succeeding
text.
 p: the probability that the UE moves to one of the

upper-right, right, and lower-right neighboring cells.
 hx; yi: the label of an arbitrary cell in a TAL

(x: column label; y: row label).


















arrivals.
m : the smaller of i  1 and m.
NC : the number of cells in a TA.
NT : the number of TAs in a TAL.
Np : the maximum number of polling cycles before
the UE is found.
nI .i /: the number of scenarios I occurred between
the .i  m /th call arrival and the .i  1/th call arrival
where I 2 f1; 2; 3g.
i : the number of incoming calls.
nd : the number of polling cycles.
np : the number of paged cells.
GC : the exponential random number generator.
GM : the Gamma random number generator.
GD : the uniform random number generator.
e, e1 , e2 : the events in the simulation.
U : the uniform random number drawn from GD .
I Œi : the scenario type of the i th incoming call arrival.
s: the paging scheme (s D D for dynamic paging,
s D C T T for Cell-TA-TAL paging, s D T T for
TA-TAL paging, and s D 3G for third generation
paging).
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 hx;
N yi:
N the label of the last interacted cell (x:
N column

label; y:
N row label).
 hx  ; y  i: the label of the cell where the UE currently














resides (x  : column label; y  : row label).
hX ; Y i: the label of an arbitrary TA in a TAL
(X : column label; Y : row label).
Cd ;s : the expected number of polling cycles before
the UE is found for the dynamic paging .s D D/ and
the CTT paging .s D C T T /, respectively.
Cp;s : the expected number of paged cells when an
incoming call arrives for the dynamic paging .s D D/
and the CTT paging .s D C T T /, respectively.
Cp;s .i /: the average number of paged cells for the s
scheme between the .i  m /th call arrival and the
.i  1/th call arrival, where s 2 fC T T ; T T ; 3Gg.
t : the simulation clock.
tc : the inter-call arrival time.
tm : the cell residence time.
1=c D EŒtc : the mean inter-call arrival time.
1=m D EŒtm : the mean cell residence time.
V : the variance for the tm distribution.
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